Channel Your Inner
ITalian Grandmama
a Master Recipe and brief guide to
Rolling Out pasta Like you Own it

About this Guide
I am neither an Italian nor a grandmother. I don’t even know all that much
about pasta! That being said, I created this guide because providing detailed
steps for making fresh pasta can otherwise overwhelm a fairly straightforward
recipe.
There are a multitude of ways to make fresh pasta, and, between my time spent
in Italy and the Italian cookbooks I’ve devoured, the only absolute takeaway
I’ve gleaned is that there is one and only one way to make it right. In other
words, there are a shit ton of ways to make fresh pasta correctly, and an equal
number (minus one!) of ways to screw it up!
The Master Recipe is the one that perfectly works for me. It’s uncomplicated,
comes together nicely, and rolls out without much springback (and zero
shredding). It’s not overly delicate, has great flavor, and cooks up well - even
when filled. The techniques employed are simple, although they often require
a bit - or a lot! - of elbow grease. You don’t need fancy equipment or a pasta
machine. In fact, there is an odd satisfaction to be gained by rolling it out by
hand! If you happen to have those gadgets, I’d encourage you to try using just
your hands and a rolling pin once, in order to really experience becoming one
with the dough - of channelling your inner Italian grandmama.

Fresh Pasta
The Master Recipe
Ingredients

Instructions

1 c. semolina flour
1 c. unbleached flour
3 eggs

Whisk the flours together in a bowl
and Turn out onto a work surface
that’s lower than your counter (e.g.
a kitchen table). shape it into a mound
and Create a well in its center. Crack
the eggs into this well.
Using your fingers or a fork, break
up the yolks and squish the eggs into
the flour. You will need to work
quickly to prevent a runaway egg
mess.
Once you’ve incorporated the eggs
into the flour, begin kneeding the
scraggly mass of dough. Continue
to kneed it until it becomes smooth
and slightly elastic, which will take
several minutes. Wrap in Plastic and
refrigerate for at least a half hour.
Proceed according to your recipe’s
directions.

Rolling out by hand:
Remove the dough ball from the fridge and flatten into
a disc on a floured, not-too-high surface. Starting from
the center, use a rolling pin to roll the dough outward.
Continue doing so until you are convinced that your arms
will fall off if you try to get it any thinner. Then, roll
it out some more. Yippee - You made it!

Tip: Your pasta should be
slightly transparent. If you
can just barely make out
your skin tone through
the dough when picking it
up, you’re golden.

Rolling Out by Machine:
1. Remove the dough ball from the fridge, break off a piece the size of a golf
ball, and flatten it into a thin rectangle (keep the remaining dough covered).
2. Set your pasta machine to its widest setting (for me, this is 1) and crank the
dough through the machine.
3. Fold this rectangular sheet of dough into thirds, just like you would fold
a letter. Run this dough through the machine. Repeat.
4. Now, adjust the setting to the next widest setting (2), and run the pasta
sheet through again.
5. Continue this process until you have reached the second to the narrowest
setting (8).
6. Lay this super long sheet on a clean towel and Repeat Steps 1-5 until you run
out of dough.
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Tip: Don’t let the rolled
out pasta sheets touch
each other because they
will stick together. It’s
fine to layer clean towels
on top of the pasta.
Tip: Pasta sheets can get
extremely long. If you
struggle to handle them,
just cut them in half as
needed.
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Tip: Once the pasta has
entered the machine, you
must crank it out swiftly;
otherwise, it will get
stuck. This is not the time
to post show-off updates
Demoing your skeelz to
Instagram!

Now What?

Your fresh pasta is now ready to be
cut, filled, and/or stuffed.
Use a rolling pin to transfer a sheet
of pasta to another work area.
Use a knife, pasta cutter, or pasta
machine attachment to make noodles
of any conceivable shape and size.
Fresh pasta that is of a single layer
cooks very fast in salted water. For
most noodles, test for doneness at
around 3 minutes.

For ravioli, tortellini, and related pasta types, make sure
that air isn’t trapped between the pasta layers. If there is,
prick the air bubble with your nails and gently press the
dough back together. [The bottom two ravioli have some air
bubbles I had to remove prior to boiling].

Roll into a rotolo (1), turn your scraps
into shapes (2), cut into ribbons & dry (3)
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Now go channel your
inner italian and whip
up some pasta!

